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************************************************************************************ 

 

Going back to the salt pans of Mumbai 

 A group of enthusiasts relives history, from ShivajiMaharaj to Gandhi‘s Dandi march, with a walk 

through Wadala. 

 To mark the completion of 89 years of Salt Satyagraha led by Mahatma Gandhi, who marched 241 

miles to Dandi along with 80 people to break the salt law imposed by the British,a group of 

enthusiasts in Mumbai relived a part of history by participating in a salt pan walk at 

Wadalaorganised by the Asiatic Society of Mumbai. 

 

Spider research yet to pick up pace in India, say experts 

Context : 

 In a recent study published by Russian peer-reviewed journal Arthropoda Selecta, a team-led by 

arachnologists Rajesh Sanap, Dr. John Caleb and biologist AnuradhaJoglekar announced that they 

had discovered a new species of jumping spiders in the city‘s Aarey Milk Colony. 

 Jumping Spider : 

 A new species of jumping spider has been discovered in Aarey Colony, Mumbai. 

 It has been named Jerzegosunillimaye, in the honour Sunil Limaye, Additional Principal Chief 

Conservator of Forest Wildlife East, Maharashtra forest department.  

 

India gets surveillance satellite 

Context : 

 Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV), in its 47th mission (PSLV-C45) has successfully launched 

EMISAT from Satish Dhawan Space Centre, Sriharikota. 

More about the Launch : 

 28 nano satellites of global customers were also launched.  

 The 28 international customer satellites are from four countries, viz. Lithuania, Spain, Switzerland 

and USA. These satellites have been launched under commercial arrangements.  
 

EMISAT : 

 EMISAT is an advanced electronic intelligence satellite jointly developed by ISRO and the 

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO). 

 

International Solar Alliance 

 During the state visit of President Ram nath Kovind to Bolivia, Bolivia has joined the 

International Solar Alliance by signing the framework agreement on International Solar 

Alliance. 

 India is reaching out to the `Lithium Triangle‘ in South America- Argentina, Bolivia and Chile 

seeking the rare metal Lithium to realize its goal. 
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World Autism Day 

 On 2nd April every year we observe the World Autism Awareness Day to spread information 

about Autism Spectrum Disorder and help the global ASD population lead a healthy social life 

  The UN Department Of Global Communication and Department Of Economic and Social Affairs 

is the main organization responsible for shaping this day. 

 

Scientists trace likely methane source on Mars 

Context : 

 Scientists confirmed the presence of the life-indicating gas on the Red Planet (Mars) as well as 

where it might have come from. 

 Life - Indicating GAs on the Mars :  

 Gas detected by Curiosity rover may have been released from fractured Martian permafrost. 

 Two independent investigations pointed to an ice sheet east of Gale Crater as the likely source for 

the gas. 

 

AUSINDEX-19 

Context : 

 The third edition of bilateral maritime exercise between Royal Australian and Indian Navies 

AUSINDEX-19 is set to begin from  02 April 2019. 

 AUSINDEX-19 : 

 AUSINDEX, an acronym for Australia India Exercise 

 The most likely source was a sheet of frozen methane beneath a rock formation, which the team 

believes periodically ejects the gas into the atmosphere. 

 

India to set up agriculture institute in Malawi 

 India has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the National Bank for Agriculture 

and Rural Development Consultancy Service (NABCONS) for setting up the India-Africa 

Institute of Agriculture and Rural Development (IAIARD) in Malawi, a landlocked country in 

southeastern Africa. 

 The agreement is an an attempt to complement the efforts of the Government of India to enhance 

capacity in the areas of agro-financing and entrepreneurship development for African countries. 

 

Global Report on Food Crises 2019 

Context : 

 Global Report on Food Crises 2019 ,a report released jointly by the Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO), World Food Programme (WFP) and EU. 

 Key Findings : 

 Approximately 113 million people in 53 countries experienced high levels of food insecurity last 

year. These crises are primarily driven by conflict and climate-related disasters. 

 According to the report, nearly two-thirds of those facing acute hunger come from just eight 

countries: Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Nigeria, South Sudan, 

Sudan, Syria and Yemen.  

 And although there were 11 million fewer people believed to be in food crisis in 2018 compared 

with 2017, in 17 countries, acute hunger either remained the same or increased, the report 

indicates. 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/gurugram/gurugram-offers-therapy-and-hope-to-small-town-families-with-autistic-kids/story-H1FO3cqELS2H8tMdR2FUrO.html
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 Moreover, an additional 143 million people in another 42 countries are just one step away from 

acute hunger. Climate and natural disasters pushed another 29 million people into acute food 

insecurity in 2018, says the report, and that number excludes 13 countries - including North Korea 

and Venezuela - because of data gaps. 

 

Enzyme to curb bacteria cell growth discovered 

 The study has been published in the Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences, USA says that 

Scientists at the Centre for Cellular & Molecular Biology (CCMB) have discovered a new enzyme 

which helps in breaking cell walls of bacteria.  

 

AFSPA scaled back in Arunachal 

 After 32 years, the controversial Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act, which gives sweeping 

powers to security forces, was partially removed from three of nine districts of Arunachal Pradesh 

but would remain in force in the areas bordering Myanmar. 

 

NuGen Mobility Summit 2019 

Context : 

 The International Centre for Automotive Technology (ICAT) will organize a NuGen Mobility 

Summit, 2019, at Manesar, NCR, from 27th to 29th November 2019 

 NuGen Mobility Summit 2019 : 

 The Summit is being organized in association with SAENIS, SAE INDIA, SAE International, 

NATRiP, DIMTS, Department of Heavy Industry, Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, 

SIAM and ACMA. 

 Objective : to share new ideas, learnings, global experiences, innovations and future technology 

trends for faster adoption, assimilation and development of advanced automotive technologies for 

a smarter and greener future. 

 The event aims to bring together the automotive OEMs, professionals, researchers, academic 

experts, vehicle system suppliers, test equipment supplier, quality managers, product planners, 

component developers, SAE members and students from all over the world. 
 

Group chats: WhatsApp users get more control 

 WhatsApp has unveiled its „Checkpoint Tipline‘, where people can check the authenticity of 

information received as the messaging giant looks to crack down on fake news ahead of the 

general election in the country.It has been developed in collaboration with PROTO,an Indian based 

skilling start up. 

 

Bleaching hits world‟s southernmost coral reef 

Context : 

 The Australian scientists have observed that the world‘s southernmost coral reef has been hit by 

bleaching this summer and warned that the rising sea temperatures from climate change were 

affecting even the most isolated ecosystems. 

 Coral Bleaching : 

 The corals off Lord Howe Island 600 km offshore from Sydney are affected by elevated 

temperatures this summer, despite escaping severe bleaching that damaged the Great Barrier Reef 

in 2016 and 2017. 
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South Korea first to roll out 5G services 

 South Korea will launch world‘s first 5G mobile networks on April 5, 2019. South Korea will be 

the first country to launch 5G networks  beating U.S. and China. 

 

UAE‟s top honour for Modi 

 The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has awarded Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi with the 

Zayed Medal, the highest civilian award granted by its government 

 

Small tea growers to get app-based training 

Context : 

 The Indian Tea Association (ITA) is looking at launching a  an app  - TRINITEA initiative that 

would benefit the small tea growers. 

 TRINITEA initiative : 

 The TRINITEA programme, a collaborative effort of ITA and Solidaridad Asia 

 The app will act as a digital training tool for these growers while helping establish traceability for 

the segment, promoting quality and safe-farm practices. 

 Digital traceability has already been established for 2,500 such growers in Assam, West Bengal 

and the southern States… this will now be gradually extended to 70,000 small tea growers by this 

year end. 

 The app has been launched in association with a global sustainability organisation, Solidaridad. 

 

Study Says Tiny Black Holes May Not Account for Dark Matter 

 An international research team, including two scientists from the Inter-University Centre for 

Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA), Pune, has ruled out the possibility of primordial black 

holes being a major constituent of dark matter.  

 The finding also disproves a claim Stephen Hawking had made. 

 

Traditional konyak Dance for Guinness record in Nagaland.  

Context : 

 In an attempt to set a new Guinness World Records in the category of 'largest traditional Konyak 

dance display,' around 5,000 Konyak community women, all decked up in colourful traditional 

attire, danced to the tune of a ceremonial song. It was coinciding with the Aoleang festival also 

called Mini Hornbill festival. 

 The event was organised by the Konyak Union with an aim to preserve the cultural heritage of the 

people and also to promote tourism.  

 Theme :  'Empowering women for cultural heritage.' 

 

Japan probe blast asteroid to make carter 

Context : 

 Japan's Hayabusa 2 Shoots Copper Bomb at Asteroid Ryugu to Create Artificial Crater 

 More about the mission : 

 Hayabusa2 is the second Japanese spacecraft to land on an asteroid  

 It is an asteroid sample-return mission operated by the Japanese space agency, JAXA. 

 It was launched on 3 December 2014 and rendezvoused with near-Earth asteroid 162173 Ryugu on 

27 June 2018. 
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Aim :   

 to make a crater on asteroid.  

 Also, this spacecraft will collect its underground samples to find possible clues to 

the origin of the solar system. 

 Hayabusa2 carries multiple science payloads for remote sensing, sampling, and four small rovers 

that will investigate the asteroid surface to inform the environmental and geological context of the 

samples collected. 

 

Kerala forests home to new spider species 

Context : 

 A group of jumping spiders that mostly occur in Eurasia and Africa, has been spotted for the first 

time in Ernakulam‘s Illithodu forests. 

 Jumping spider : 

 Habrocestum Longispinum (after Latin ‗longe‘ meaning long and ‗spinae‘ for spine) belong to the 

genus Habrocestum that has been recorded mostly in Eurasia and Africa. 

 These group of jumping spiders are predominantly brownish-black in colour with white and 

creamy-yellow patches. 

 

Family seeks official celebration of last Nizam‟s birth anniversary 

 The family members of Nawab Mir Osman Ali Khan, the seventh Nizam, have requested the 

Telangana government to organise his birth anniversary as an official event every year in 

recognition of his umpteen contributions to transformation of Hyderabad into a modern city and 

his vision for the development of the erstwhile Hyderabad State. 

 

U.S. to designate Iran‟s elite force as terrorist group 

 The U.S. is expected to designate Iran‘s elite Revolutionary Guards Corps a foreign terrorist 

organisation, three U.S. officials told. 

 This development marks the first time where the U.S. has formally labelled another country‘s 

military a terrorist group. 

 

India will be third-largest economy by 2030: Jaitley 

 Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on 6th April, 2019 said India was expected to become the third-

largest economy in the world by 2030 with the gross domestic product (GDP) touching $10 

trillion, helped by consumption and investment growth. 

 

About 85% of Ujjwala beneficiaries in 4 States still use earthen stoves 

 A recent survey by the Research Institute for Compassionate Economics has found that 85% of the 

beneficiaries of the Ujjwala scheme in rural Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan 

still use solid fuels for cooking.  

 Among the surveyed households 53% exclusively used the chulha, while 32% used both. 

 

No end to discolouration of river Periyar in Kerala 

 The Periyar River, which provides drinking water to Kochi city and adjoining areas yet again 

turned black near the Pathalam Regulator cum Bridge. 
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ungus – Candida Auris, immune to drugs is secretly sweeping the globe 

Context : 

 A mysterious and dangerous fungal infection called Candida auris has emerged around the world. 

The infection has been reported predominantly among patients in healthcare facilities. 

 Candida auris : 

 auris is a mysterious and dangerous fungal infection that is among a growing number of germs that 

have evolved defenses against common medicines. 

 It is a fungus that, when it gets into the bloodstream, can cause dangerous infections that can be 

life-threatening. 

 It preys on people with weakened immune systems, and it is quietly spreading across the globe. 

 Scientists first identified it in 2009 in a patient in Japan. 

 Although auris was just discovered in 2009, it has spread quickly and caused infections in more 

than a dozen countries. 

 Concern : 

 A major concern with the fungus is that it is resistant to many antifungal medications commonly 

used to treat Candida infections. 

 It can be misidentified as other types of fungi unless specialized laboratory technology is used. 

This misidentification might lead to a patient getting the wrong treatment. 

 Of late, fungi, just like bacteria are growing resistance to drugs and thus adding to the concern over 

antimicrobial resistance (AMR). 

 What made it so strong?  

 For decades, public health experts have warned that the overuse of antibiotics was reducing the 

effectiveness of drugs that have lengthened life spans by curing bacterial infections once 

commonly fatal. 

 But lately, there has been an explosion of resistant fungi as well, adding a new and frightening 

dimension to a phenomenon that is undermining a pillar of modern medicine. 

 Simply put, fungi, just like bacteria, are evolving defences to survive medicines. 

 

IIT-Madras tops Centre‟s higher education rankings 

 President Ramnath Kovind announced the rankings of higher educational institutions carried out as 

per the National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF). 

 

Army gets Dhanush artillery guns 

 The Ordnance Factory Board has delivered the first six indigenously built Dhanush artillery guns 

to the Army.This is the first of the 114 guns ordered by the Indian army 

 

Jurisdiction no bar in dowry harassment case 

 Woman abused by husband can file a case of dowry harassment under Section 498A complaint at 

place where they seek refuge: SC 

 The Supreme Court‘s judgement came on a plea filed by Rupali Devi against the Allahabad High 

Court judgement which dismissed her plea to file a dowry harassment case from her parents‘ house 
 

 

Sri Lanka opens China-financed railway line 

 Sri Lanka has opened a new railway line, built with China's assistance, connecting its coastal city 

of Matara and Beliatta in Hambantota, a move that will boost passenger traffic into the island's 

deep south.  
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India‟s gold reserves increase marginally in February: WGC 

 According to the latest data from World Gold Council (WGC), India has marginally increased its 

gold holding in February 2019 while maintaining the tenth position among countries in terms of 

yellow metal reserves 

 

India becomes YouTube‟s largest and fastest growing market 

Context : 

 YouTube‘s CEO has said that India is the largest and fastest growing audience for YouTube. 

 More about the news: 

 YouTube has more than 265 million monthly active users in India.  

 In last one year, YouTube‘s consumption on mobile has increased to 85%, with 60% of the watch 

time coming from outside of the six largest metros in India. 

 

SC Collegium recommends 5 new Chief Justices of HCs 

 The Supreme Court Collegium has recommended names of five judges for appointment as chief 

justice of Rajasthan,Chhattisgarh,Meghalaya, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka High Courts. 

 

How can Google Pay operate without authorisation, asks HC 

 The Delhi High Court asked the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) how Google's mobile payment app, 

GPay, was facilitating financial transactions without the requisite authorisation from it. 

 

Einstein was right! Black hole image confirms general theory of relativity 

 An international scientific team announced a milestone in astrophysics revealing the first-ever 

photo of a black hole. 

 

Indo-Singapore Joint Training Exercise Bold Kurukshetra 

 The 12th edition of joint military exercise between India and Singapore, BOLD 

KURUKSHETRA 2019,culminated after an impressive closing ceremony held at Babina 

Military Station. 

 

Two West  Bengal govt. schemes win UN awards 

Context : 

 Two schemes of the West Bengal government for skill development and distribution of bi-cycles 

to students have won the prestigious World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) awards 

of the United Nations 

 The schemes are "Utkarsh Bangla" and "Sabooj Sathi". 

  

"Utkarsh Bangla" : 

 Utkarsh Bangla Scheme was launched with an aim of providing vocational training to school 

dropouts. 

Sabooj Sathi:  

 Sabooj Sathi is a scheme of West Bengal government for distribution of bi-cycles to estimated 40 

lakh students of class IX to XII studying in Govt. run and Govt. aided Schools and Madrashas. 

 The scheme was launched in September 2015. 

 The objective of the scheme is to empower the students, especially the girls and reduce drop outs 

in higher education. 
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A genetic method to empower conservation 

 Researchers at Stanford and the National Centre for Biological Sciences at India‘s Tata Institute of 

Fundamental Research have developed a method for extracting genetic clues from degraded and 

left-behind materials, such as feces, skin or saliva, and from food products suspected of containing 

endangered animals.  

 The study has been published in the international journal Methods in Ecology and Evolution. 

 

India‟s population growth rate outpaced China in last 9 years: UN report 

 According to the State of World Population 2019 report, India‘s population grew at an average of 

1.2% annually between 2010 and 2019. 

 It is more than double the annual population growth rate of China. The report was published by the 

United Nations Population Fund‘s(UNFP). 

 

Namami Gange gets global recognition at world summit 

Context : 

 The National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) was awarded the distinction of “Public Water 

Agency of the Year” by Global Water Intelligence at the Global Water Summit in London. 

 Global Water Awards : 

 The Global Water Awards are presented at the Global Water Summit, the major business 

conference for the water industry worldwide. 

 The awards recognise excellence across the international water industry and reward those 

initiatives in the water, waste water, and desalination sectors, which bring remarkable 

improvements in the lives of people 

  

"Virtual reality centre"  

Context : 

 The Chief of the Naval Staff inaugurated the maiden „state-of-the-art‟ Virtual Reality Centre 

(VRC) at the Directorate of Naval Design (Surface Ship Group). 

 Virtual Reality Centre : 

 This centre would provide major boost to the Indigenous warship design capabilities of Indian 

Navy, providing impetus to self-reliance and greater fillip to warship construction under ―Make in 

India‖ initiative of the Indian government. 

 The project will facilitate collaborative design reviews for continuous interaction between the 

designers and the end users to improve design and ergonomics onboard warships. 

 

„Display information on 7 common antibiotics‟ 

 The Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO ), the apex drug regulator, has asked 

drug manufacturers to inform consumers about known side effects/ adverse reactions after intake 

of certain popular antibiotics. 

 

Modi to get Russia‟s highest civilian award 

 Russia announced that President Vladimir Putin will confer its highest civilian award on Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi. - – the ―Order of the Holy Apostle Andrew the First,‖. 
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NASA‟s „twins study‟ highlights effects of spaceflight on body 

 NASA has recently announced the findings of ―Twins Study‖. The study has been published in the 

journal Science. 

 

Malaysia approves Chinese project after price is slashed 

 Malaysia has reopened a closed Chinese rail construction project after China agreed to slash the 

price by 30% from the original cost.Under the reworked deal,the 648-km rail link will now cost 

$10.6 billion. 

 

„Sex on false promise of marriage is rape‟ 

 The Supreme Court has again reiterated in its judgement that a man having sex with a woman with 

the intention to cheat the victim by promising to marry her - the accused will be guilty of rape 

under Section 375 of Indian Penal Code. 

 

China enlarges its circle in Europe 

 China‘s Premier surveyed construction of a long-sought bridge over Croatia‘s Mali Ston Bay, 

home to China‘s largest infrastructure project in Europe — built by a Chinese company with 

Chinese workers, and financed in large part by EU money. 

 Li Keqiang was there on 11th of April, 2019. He declared. ―This bridge will be a rainbow on 

earth.‖ 

 The reassuring language was part of a broader effort to convince increasingly sceptical European 

nations that China comes in peace. 

 Fresh from a summit meeting with EU leaders this week, Mr. Li arrived in Croatia for the annual 

meeting of an economic bloc that China has forged with 16 Central and Eastern European nations. 

 The thickening ranks of China‘s economic allies have left European officials increasingly wary. In 

the month of March, 2019, Italy formally signed on to China‘s vast Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). 

On 12th April, 2019, the summit was capped by Greece‘s announcement that it had joined, too. 

 

India to launch coffee consumption drive 

 India will plan and roll out a coffee consumption campaign on behalf of global coffee growers who 

have suffered huge financial losses on account of falling prices and soaring labour cost. 

 

Life on Earth may have begun in ponds: study 

 According to a study from a group of scientists from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology(MIT),first life form on Earth may have bred in ponds than in oceans. 

 

Oil consuming bacteria found at sea bottom 

 The new study published in the journal Microbiome says that Scientists have discovered oil-eating 

bacteria in the planet's deepest oceanic trench, the Mariana Trench. 

 

World‟s largest plane makes first test flight 

 The world's largest airplane - a Stratolaunch behemoth with two fuselages and six Boeing 747 

engines - has made its first test flight in California. 

https://www.business-standard.com/search?type=news&q=ponds
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Successful Trial of 'Nirbhay' Sub-Sonic Cruise Missile  

 Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) successfully test fired indigenously 

designed & developed Long Range Sub-Sonic Cruise Missile “Nirbhay” from the Integrated 

Test Range (ITR), Chandipur Odisha. 

 Nirbhay : 

 India‘s first indigenously designed and established long-range cruise missile 

 Its objective was to prove the repeatability of boost phase, cruise phase using waypoint 

navigation at very low heights. 

 The missile can be launched from multiple platforms and is capable of carrying conventional 

and nuclear warheads. 

 It is a two-stage missile powered by Solid rocket motor booster. 

 It is capable of carrying warheads of up to 300kg at a speed of 0.6 to 0.7 Mach (sub-sonic). 

 It has an operational range of 1000 km (long range). 

 The Nirbhay cruise missile is an Indian version of the American Tomahawk. 

 The missile demonstrated its sea-skimming capability to cruise at very low altitudes. 

 

Continuation of Phase 4 of Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV) 

 The Union Cabinet, chaired by the Prime Minister, has approved ongoing GSLV continuation 

programme Phase-4 consisting of five GSLV flights during the period 2021-2024. 

 The GSLV Programme – Phase 4 will enable the launch of 2 tonne class of satellites for Geo-

imaging, Navigation, Data Relay Communication and Space Sciences. 

 

Monsoon likely to be „normal‟ this year, says meteorological dept. 

 The India Meteorological Department (IMD) has said monsoon rains are expected to be normal in 

2019- 96% of the Long-term average (LPA). 

 

Tiger reserve status for Nandhaur sought 

Context : 

 Authorities at the Nandhaur Wildlife Sanctuary has planned to seek Tiger Reserve status for the 

sanctuary. 

 Need Tiger Reserve Status for NANDHAUR : 

 The number of tigers at the sanctuary when it came into being in 2012 was nine which rose to 27 

in 2018. The number is set to cross 32 this year 

 Steady Rise in  the number of tigers in the sanctuary over the years and the growing trend indicates 

that the sanctuary with the limited resources at its disposal may not be able to efficiently handle its 

responsibilities for long. The Tiger reserve status would ensure better funds and management of 

the sanctuary. 

 

Plea in SC seeks entry of women into mosques 

 The Supreme Court Tuesday agreed to hear a plea seeking permission for Muslim women to enter 

mosques to offer prayers and asked the Centre to respond to it. 

 

China is using AI to profile Uighur Muslims 

 The Chinese authorities are using a vast, secret system of advanced facial recognition technology 

to track and control the Uighurs. It is the first known example of a government intentionally using 

artificial intelligence for racial profiling. 
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Global measles cases up 300% year-on-year: WHO 

 The World Health Organization (WHO) has said that measles cases worldwide rose by 300% 

during the first three months of 2019 compared with the same period in 2018. 

 

„First‟ 3D printed heart has human tissues and vessels 

 Scientists in Israel unveiled a 3D print of a heart with human tissue and vessels. The medical 

breakthrough raises possibility for transplants into patients in future.  

 

UN owes India $38 million for peacekeeping 

 UN Secretary General has said that United Nations(UN) owes India $38 million for peacekeeping 

operations as of March 2019.It is the highest UN has to pay to any country for the peacekeeping 

operations. 

 

Iran labels U.S. troops in West Asia as „terrorist‟ 

 Iran‘s lawmakers has approved a bill designating the US Central Command(CENTCOM) as a 

terrorist organisation.  

 The bill considers any type of financial, technological or information aid given to CENTCOM as a 

terrorist measure. 

 

Cabinet approves creation of sixth deputy CAG post 

 The Union Cabinet has approved the creation of an additional post of Deputy Comptroller and 

Auditor General(Coordination, Communication and Information System) in the office of the 

Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) of India. 

 The Deputy Comptroller and Auditor General shall oversee the coordination among state audits 

audit of telecommunication and coordinate the various information systems initiatives within the 

Indian Audit and Accounts Department. 

 

Exercise SEA VIGIL  

Context : 

 The debrief of Exercise Sea Vigil was held on 16 Apr 19. 

 SEA VIGIL : 

 The maiden national level Coastal Defence Exercise SEA VIGIL was conducted by Indian Navy 

from 22-23 Jan 19. 

 

Scientists develop salt tolerant rice variety 

 A group of Indian scientists has developed a new salt-tolerant transgenic rice plant by over-

expressing a gene from a wild rice called Porteresia coarctata into the commonly used IR 64 

indica rice variety. 

 

Selective abortions killed 22.5 million female foetuses in China, India 

 Abortions based on sex selection have led to larger-than-thought variation in sex ratios, reveals a 

global study published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 
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CSIR plans genome sequencing to map population diversity 

 In an indigenous genetic mapping effort, nearly 1,000 rural youth from the length and breadth of 

India will have their genomes sequenced by the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research 

(CSIR).  

 The project aims at educating a generation of students on the ―usefulness‖ of genomics. 

 

Suspension of LoC Trade between J&K and PoJK 

 India suspended Line of Control (LoC) trade between Jammu & Kashmir and Pakistan-occupied 

Jammu & Kashmir with effect from 19-04-2019 after receiving reports that the cross-LOC trade 

routes were being misused by Pakistan-based elements for funnelling illegal weapons, narcotics, 

fake currency etc.. 

 

Travelling abroad a basic right, says SC 

 Recently, the Supreme Court has ruled that the right to travel abroad is an important basic human 

right while permitting an IPS Officer who was denied permission to go abroad as he is facing 

departmental proceedings. 

 

HIV used to fix „bubble boy‟ disease 

 US scientists say they used HIV to make a gene therapy that cured eight infants of severe 

combined immunodeficiency, or ―bubble boy‖ disease. 

 Eight babies with ―bubble boy disease‖ have had it fixed by a gene therapy made from one of the 

immune system‘s worst enemies HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. 

 A study published by the New England Journal of Medicine details how scientists turned this 

enemy virus into a saviour, altering it so it couldn‘t cause disease and then using it to deliver a 

gene the boys lacked. 

 

World Heritage Day 2019  

 The International Day for Monuments and Sites also known as World Heritage Day is an 

international observance held on 18 April each year around the world with different types of 

activities, including visits to monuments and heritage sites, conferences, round tables and 

newspaper articles. 
 

 

Zinc deficiency rising in Indians 

 A recent research has found out that rising carbon dioxide levels can accelerate zinc deficiency in 

crops which can lead to deficiency in human consumption. 

 

IN Ships to participate in International Fleet Review at Qingdao, China  

 IN Ships Kolkata and Shakti are scheduled to arrive Qingdao, China (on 21 Apr 19) to participate 

in the International Fleet Review as part of 70TH Anniversary celebrations of PLA (Navy). 

 

Ganga has higher proportion of antibacterial agents: study 

 A new study titled ‗Assessment of Water Quality and Sediment to Understand Special Properties 

of River Ganga,‘ has noted that Ganga River water significantly higher proportion of organisms 
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with antibacterial properties. The study was commissioned by the Union Water Resources 

Ministry. 

 

Asian Tea Alliance launched in China 

Context : 

 The Asian Tea Alliance (ATA) was launched in Guizhou in China. 

 Asian Tea Alliance (ATA) : 

 It is a union of five tea-growing and consuming countries. 

 The members of the alliance are the  

 Indian Tea Association, 

 China Tea Marketing Association,  

 Indonesian Tea Marketing Association,  

 Sri Lanka Tea Board and  

 Japan Tea Association. 

 

India drops down on World Press Freedom Index 

 World Press Freedom Index for the year 2019 has been released. 

 India was ranked 136th in 2017 and 138th in 2018 and now it has dropped two points to 140. 

 

Over one lakh Olive Ridley turtles enter sea in Odisha 

 The idyllic Kalam Island off the Odisha coast has become lively with lakhs of baby Olive Ridley 

turtles crawling towards the Bay of Bengal after emerging from eggshells. 

 

20 states join pan-India single emergency helpline number 112 

 Twenty states and Union Territories have so far joined a pan-India network of single emergency 

helpline number '112' on which immediate assistance can be sought by anyone in distress. 

 

Indian bullfrogs take to invasive behaviour early in Andamans 

 According to a recent study published in Biological Invasions,Indian bullfrogs introduced in the 

Andaman islands are invasive, and eat native wildlife including fish and lizards. 

 

World Earth Day 2019 

 Every year on April 22, we celebrate our mother earth with 'World Earth day', which marks the 

anniversary of the Modern Environmental Movement, started in 1970.  

 

„Gender stereotypes leave imprint on brains‟ 

 According to a new study, the society‘s expectations about gender roles have a deep impact 

on human brains and can alter human brain at the cellular level. 

 

In a first, East Asian birds make Andaman stopover 

 The researchers at Zoological Survey of India say that the sighting of news species on the island 

chain has gone up since the 2004 Indonesian tsunami. 

 

Medicine labels in regional language 

 Iron tablets and polio drops administered under government programmes may soon bear the 

medicine‘s name and expiry date in Hindi and other Indian languages, besides English. 
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Serial blasts across Sri Lanka claim 200, several injured 

 A series of eight devastating bomb blasts ripped through high-end hotels and churches holding 

Easter services in Sri Lanka on Sunday, killing 290 people, including dozens of foreigners. 

 

Special kits to probe sexual assault cases 

 Context : 

 The Union Ministry has distributed 3,100 Sexual assault evidence collection kits (SAECK) or rape 

investigation kits among the States and Union Territories. 

 Sexual assault evidence collection kits (SAECK) : 

 The Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kits (SAECK) or 'rape investigation kits' are designed to 

carry out immediate medico-legal investigation and aid in furnishing evidence in sexual assault 

and rape cases. 

 The kits have been procured with financial support under the Nirbhaya Fund.  

 Each of these kits comprises essential items that will aid in furnishing evidence such as blood and 

semen samples in sexual assault and rape cases, thus helping the prosecution to gather evidence 

against the accused. 

 These kits also contain instructions on collection of evidence from the crime scene. 

 The kits are expected to help law enforcement agencies to ensure effective investigation in a timely 

manner. This will in turn help in better prosecution and conviction in sexual assault cases. 

 

Earth Day: saving the planet may cost $100 billion per year 

Context : 

 On the occasion of Earth Day, scientists have proposed a policy to prevent another mass extinction 

event. It includes a new science policy proposal to reverse the global warming. 
 

Global Deal for Nature : 
 

 The Global Deal for Nature is a time-bound, science-based plan to save the diversity and 

abundance of life on Earth. 

 The study outlines the guiding principles, milestones and targets needed to avoid the extinction 

threats of a two degrees Celsius warming forecast. 

 ―Achieving the milestones and targets of the Global Deal for Nature is the best gift we can offer to 

future generations—an environmental reset, a pathway to an Eden 2.0,‖ said Eric Dinerstein, of the 

U.S.-based non governmental organisation Resolve. 

 

Malawi rolls out ground-breaking malaria vaccine 

Context : 

 A large-scale trial of the world‘s most advanced experimental malaria vaccine, Mosquirix, to give 

partial protection to children has begun in Malawi, Africa.  

 In the upcoming week, the vaccine would be rolled out in Kenya and Ghana. 

 Mosquirix : 

 Mosquirix has been developed by British pharmaceutical company GlaxoSmithKline in 

partnership with the PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative. It was approved for the pilot programme in 

2015. 
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Despite being 3rd largest, Indian startup ecosystem ranked even below Estonia, Ireland, Germany 

 According to data released by Startup Blink, India moved up to 17th position in 2018 from 37th 

spot last year in the Startup Ecosystem Ranking for 2019. 

 The report has taken the startup ecosystems of 1,000 cities and 100 countries into consideration. 

 

A „resort‟ for endangered fishes 

Context : 

 I.A. Raja Varma, a businessman has set up a massive pond where the endangered fish species are 

protected under the supervision of experts. 

Endangered species Resort : 

  The pond is located at Sun Ray Resorts which is situated near Bhogapuram of Vizianagaram 

district, Andhra Pradesh. 

 The fish pond at Sun Ray Resorts is a safe aquarium where fish species from various countries 

thrive. 

 Fish species include alligator gar, Stingray, Arapaima, Archer fish, Kick-Carp, Tin foil barb etc. 

 

India may stop oil imports from Iran 

 Petroleum Minister Dharmendra Pradhan said  India will stop importing crude oil from Iran 

following the US move to end sanction waivers, and will use alternate supply sources such as 

Saudi Arabia to make up for the lost volumes. 

 

Ghana launches medical drone service 

Context: 

 Ghana has launched a program for drone delivery of medical supplies. 

  Ghana‘s President has claimed that it would become the ―world‘s largest drone delivery service.‖ 

 Need : 

 Problems of medical access due to poor roads in Ghana had necessitated the deployment of 

medical drone service. 

 

Army to build tunnels to store ammunition 

 The Indian Army plans to build four stealth tunnels along the borders with China and Pakistan to 

store ‗sensitive ammunition‘. 

 

Indonesia releases special stamp on theme of Ramayana 

Context : 

 Indonesia released a special commemorative stamp on the theme of Ramayana to mark the 

70th anniversary of diplomatic ties with India. 

 More about the News: 

 The stamp, designed by renowned Indonesian sculptor Padmashri Bapak Nyoman Nuart, features a 

scene from Hindu epic Ramayana in which Jatayu valiantly fought to save Sita. 

 Kakawin Ramayana is an Old Javanese rendering of the Sanskrit Ramayana. 

  It is written in kakawin meter, the Javanese form of kavya, a poem modelled on traditional 

Sanskrit meters. 

 It is believed to have been written in Central Java(modern Indonesia) in approximately 870 AD 

during the era of Medang Kingdom. 
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Magic milk: fighting infections with a clue from the echidna 

Context : 

 Scientists at the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research – Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology (CSIR-CCMB) here have isolated an anti-microbial protein found in the milk of an egg-

laying mammal – Echidna. 

 Echidna:  

 Echidnas, also known as spiny anteaters, are unique egg-laying mammals found only in Australia 

and New Guinea. 

 They are the only egg laying mammals. 

 This ancestor was aquatic, but echidnas adapted to life on land. 

 Echidnas do not tolerate extreme temperatures; they use caves and rock crevices to shelter from 

harsh weather conditions. Echidnas are found in forests and woodlands, hiding under vegetation, 

roots or piles of debris. 

 Their young hatch from eggs at a very early stage of development and depend completely on 

mother‘s milk. 

 But the mammary glands of the echidnas are devoid of nipples, forcing the young ones to lick milk 

from the mother‘s body surface and potentially making them vulnerable to micro-organisms. 

 However, nature protects its own. The milk of the echidna has a protein that can puncture the cell 

membranes of multiple bacterial species, thus destroying the source of infection. 

 

NASA probe picks up first detected „marsquake‟ 

Context : 

 NASA‘s robotic probe In-Sight has detected and measured a probable seismological tremor on 

Mars. This is the first time a likely seismological tremor has been recorded on a planet other than 

the Earth and its Moon. NASA has labelled the tremor a ―Marsquake‖. 
 

Key Highlights : 

 InSight‘s quake monitor recorded and measured the faint signal April 6 

 This serves as a proof that Mars is still seismically active. 

 Mars is not nearly as geologically active as Earth and, like our moon, lacks tectonic plates. 

 Researchers are still analysing the data, as well as three other even fainter seismic signals detected. 

 By analysing marsquakes, scientists hope to learn more about how rocky planets are formed. 

  

NASA‟s InSight Mission: 

 InSight, short for Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport, 

is a Mars lander designed to give the Red Planet its first thorough check up since it formed 4.5 

billion years ago. 

 It is the first outer space robotic explorer to study in-depth the ―inner space‖ of Mars: its crust, 

mantle, and core. 

 The lander uses cutting edge instruments, to delve deep beneath the surface and seek the 

fingerprints of the processes that formed the terrestrial planets. It does so by measuring the planet‘s 

―vital signs‖: its ―pulse‖ (seismology), ―temperature‖ (heat flow), and ―reflexes‖ (precision 

tracking). 

 This mission is part of NASA‘s Discovery Program for highly focused science missions that ask 

critical questions in solar system science. 
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„Bt brinjal being illegally grown in Haryana‟ 

Context : 

 Anti-GMO groups has alleged that Illegal cultivation of Bt brinjal which is a genetically modified 

variety of brinjal has been found in some parts of Haryana.  
  

 More about the news: 

 The farmer group has demanded that the government immediately ascertain the extent of illegal Bt 

brinjal cultivation.It should also take deterrent action against seed suppliers involved and destroy 

all Bt brinjal plots to prevent contamination.  

 

Madras High Court upholds marriage between man, transwoman 

Context : 

 The Madurai Bench of the Madras High Court has upheld that the marriage solemnised between a 

man and a transwoman was valid under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 and ordered its registration. 

 The judgement comes in the backdrop of a case of a couple who sought a direction to the Joint 

Registrar to register their marriage that was solemnised at a Hindu temple as per Hindu rights and 

customs. 
  

 More about the verdict : 

 The bench referred to a 2014 NALSA v. Union of India (2014)  Supreme Court judgement that 

recognised transgender persons as being of the third sex, and said there can be no 

discrimination against them in education and employment opportunities.  

 The judgement which had established the right of transgender persons to decide on their 

self-identified gender. The court observed that the bride who was being refused that status 

had chosen to express her gender as woman, and the State has no right to question it. 

 It was noted that the NALSA judgment was also cited with approval in the Right to 

Privacy case as well as Navtej Johar’s case concerning the decriminalisation of 

homosexuality in India. 

 The High Court said the Supreme Court has affirmed that Article 14 of the Indian Constitution, 

which grants equal rights to all citizens, applies to transgender persons also. ―Gender identity falls 

within the domain of her personal autonomy and involves her right to privacy and dignity,‖ Justice 

GR Swaminathan observed.  

  

Direction to ban Sex Reassignment Surgeries On Inter-Sex Infants: 

 The high court has also directed the Health and Family Welfare department to issue an order 

prohibiting the performance of sex reassignment surgery on inter-sex infants and children.  

 The court highlighted the need to keep them within the family and the mainstream of society by 

allowing to grow into their own sense of gender. 

 

World‟s forests in „emergency room‟ 

Context : 

 A study conducted by Global forest watch has revealed that climate change has destroyed about 12 

million hectares of tropical forests in 2018. The research was led by US-based World Resources 

Institute. 
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Rana Dasgupta bags 2019 Tagore Literary Prize 

Context : 

 The second edition of Rabindranath Tagore Literary Prize was awarded to author Rana Dasgupta 

for his 2010 novel ―Solo‖.Solo is a tale of estrangement and the ultimate failure of material 

existence. 

 

Rabindranath Tagore Literary Prize : 

 Rabindranath Tagore Literary Prize is a legacy to Rabindranath Tagore for his outstanding 

contribution to Indian and international literature as well as to the cultural,educational and humane 

ideas he pursued throughout his life. 

 

India develops first indigenous vaccine to treat bloody dysentery 

Context : 

 India has indigenously developed the first ever vaccine to treat bloody dysentery known as 

Shigellosis. 

 The vaccine has been developed by Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and the National 

Institute of Cholera and Enteric Diseases (NICED). 

 

Shigellosis : 

 Shigellosis is an infectious disease caused by a group of bacteria called Shigella. 

 Shigellosis a type of diarrhoea 

 It is bloody diarrhoea, that is, stool would be accompanied with blood. It mainly affects the large 

intestine 

 Most of those who are infected with Shigella develop diarrhoea,fever and stomach cramps starting 

a day or two after they are exposed to the bacteria. 

 Shigellosis is recognised as a disease mainly affecting Asian and African nations. 
 

 

WHO says one in 10 children did not get vaccinated in 2016 

 According to the most recent WHO and UNICEF immunization estimates, globally, 12.9 million 

infants, nearly 1 in 10, did not receive any vaccinations in 2016. 

 

Centre to fund research on cell-based meat by two institutes 

 The Department of Biotechnology has decided to fund the Centre for Cellular and Molecular 

Biology (CCMB) and the National Research Centre on Meat for research on cell-based meat. 

 

Khasi „kingdoms‟ to revisit 1947 agreements 

 A federation of 25 Himas or Khasi kingdoms have plans of revisiting the 1948 agreements that 

made present-day Meghalaya a part of India. 

 

One million species risk extinction due to humans: draft U.N. report 

 According to the leaked Summary for Policy Makers from a draft of forthcoming UN Report, up to 

1 million species are at risk of extinction due to human activity. The report is set to be released on 

May 6th. 

 The report is being prepared by United Nations‘ Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on 

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES). 
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World‟s 15 hottest cities on Friday were all in India 

 Context 

 According to the weather website El Dorado all 15 cities listed as the  world's warmest were 

from Central India and areas in its proximity. 

 Key Findings : 

 Nine of the 15 hottest cities were located in Maharashtra, 6 of them in the  Vidarbha region. This 

was followed by three towns in Madhya Pradesh, two  from Uttar Pradesh and one from 

Telangana. 

 The highest temperature was recorded in Madhya Pradesh Khargone,  where the maximum 

temperature rose to 46.6 degree Celsius.  

 The second-highest temperature was recorded in Akola, located in  Maharashtra‘s Vidhabra. 

 

Worrying rise in number of non-smokers getting lung cancer 

 A recent study published in the ‗Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine‘ has noted that lung 

cancers is being    increasingly diagnosed in non-smokers. 

 
 

ICMR launches 'MERA India' to eliminate malaria from India by 2030 

 The Indian Council of Medical Research has launched the ‗Malaria Elimination Research Alliance 

(MERA) India‘ – a conglomeration of partners working on malaria control – in order to prioritise, 

plan and scale up research to eliminate the disease from India by 2030. 

 

India ranks 80 in Global Talent Competitiveness Index 2019 

Context : 

 India has been ranked 80th on Global Talent Competitive Index 2019.  

 About Global Talent Competitiveness Index (GTCI) : 

 GTCI, launched in 2013, is an annual benchmarking report that measures the ability of countries to 

compete for talent. 

 It is released by INSEAD business school in partnership with Tata Communications and Adecco 

Group. 

 The survey measures how countries and cities grow, attract and retain talent. It ranks 125 countries 

and 114 cities across all groups of income and levels of development. 

 

Theme  - 2019: 

 The theme of this year report is ‗Entrepreneurial Talent and Global Competitiveness‘. 

 It attempts to identify the ways in which companies, countries, and cities can foster entrepreneurial 

talent which makes up a critical component of competitiveness and innovation. 

 

Khelchawa festival 

Context : 

 Recently, Tiwa tribesmen had taken part in a dance during the Khelchawa festival in Karbi 

Anglong district of Assam. 

 Tiwa Tribes: 

 Tiwa tribesmen are recognized as a Scheduled tribe within the State of Assam.They are also found 

in the states of Meghalaya,Manipur and Arunachal Pradesh. 

 They speak Tibeto Burman language. 
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India remains on USTR‟s „Priority Watch List‟ for IPR violations 

Context : 

 The United States placed India on its Priority Watch List for alleged violations of intellectual 

property rights. The Office of the United States Trade Representative released its annual Special 

301 Report, in which it placed 36 countries on the Priority Watch List and Watch List. 

 

NASA: Universe expanding faster than expected 

Context : 

 A new study published in the Astrophysical Journal Letters has reported that the universe is 

expanding faster than expected.  

 

Key Highlights  : 

 The space agency‘s Hubble Space Telescope shows that it is growing about 9% faster than had 

been expected, based on the trajectory it started with after the Big Bang. 

 The astronomers had used Hubble to observe 70 pulsating stars called Cepheid variables in the 

Large Magellanic Cloud. 

 

World‟s first floating nuclear power unit set to start operations in Russia 

 Russia has successfully tested the world‘s first floating nuclear power plant (NPP),Akademik 

Lomonosov. The nuclear plant is operated by Rosatom,state-run atomic energy corporation in 

Russia. 

 

„Protect rights of accused in sexual abuse cases‟ 

 A petition has been filed by Youth Bar Association of India in the Supreme Court to frame 

guidelines to protect the reputation and dignity of persons accused of sexual offences. 

 

Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar (BCIM) Economic Corridor no longer listed under BRI 

umbrella 

Context : 

 India‘s decision to skip the Belt and Road Forum (BRF) may have led to the exclusion of the 

Bangladesh- China- India- Myanmar (BCIM) Economic corridor from the list of projects covered 

by the China-led Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) umbrella. 

 

Social media fraud rose 43% in 2018: report 

 According to a report titled ‗Current State of Cybercrime — 2019‘, released by RSA Security, 

social media fraud has increased by 43% in 2018.   

 

Forces prepare to deal with cyber attacks in key infra 

Context : 

 The Indian armed forces has decided to conduct a major cyber exercise called Cyberex. 

Cyberex: 

 It is the first such major joint exercise of the Army,Indian Air Force(IAF) and Indian Navy 

under the aegis of integrated defence staff with participation from several other organisations. 
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Seminar on „Use of Technical Textiles in Water Resources Works‟  

 One day Technical Seminar was organized by Ministry of Water Resources, River Development 

and Ganga Rejuvenation on ―Use of Technical Textiles in Water Resources Works‖. 

China spends 4 times more than India on defence:Sipri 

 According to a report published by the Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute(SIPRI),World's military expenditure increased by 2.6 per cent, reaching $1822 billion in 

2018 with India along with United States, China, Saudi Arabia and France contributing 60 per cent 

of the amount. 

 

Drug resistant diseases could kill 10 million a year by 2050 

 A Report released by the UN Ad Hoc Interagency Coordinating Group on Antimicrobial 

Resistance, has said that drug-resistant diseases could cause 10 million deaths each year by 2050 

Committee constituted to oversee clean air programme 

Context : 

 The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change has constituted a committee to 

implement the National Clean Air Programme (NCAP). 

 Composition : 

 The committee will be chaired by the Secretary, Union Environment Ministry and has among its 

members the Joint Secretary (Thermal), Ministry of Power; Director-General, The Energy 

Resources Institute (TERI), the Delhi-based think-tank; and Professor Sachidananda Tripathi, 

Indian Institute of Technology-Kanpur (IIT-K). 

 The NCAP unveiled in January is envisaged as a scheme to provide the States and the Centre with 

a framework to combat air pollution. 

 The committee would be headquartered in New Delhi 

  

 Functions : 

 Inter-ministerial organisation and cooperation 

 sharing information and resolving issues that could arise between ministries,  

 Give overall guidance and directions to effectively implement the programmes. 

 The NCAP is envisioned as a five-year action plan with 2019 as the first year. There would be a 

review every five years. 

  

 Need : 

 The World Health Organisation‘s (WHO) database on air pollution over the years has listed Tier I 

and Tier II Indian cities as some of the most polluted places in the world. 

 In 2018, 14 of the world‘s 15 most polluted cities were in India. 

 

 


